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F r o m  t h e  P r o v o s t

Dear Simon’s Rock family and friends,

It is startling to realize as I write this letter that the first semester of  
the academic year is nearly half over. only a few weeks ago we were 
anticipating the arrival of the class of 2014. Now, just less than two 
months later, the new students we greeted on opening Days have 
taken their place as full members of the simon’s rock community and 
are virtually indistinguishable from those who have been here for years. 

the rapidity with which first-year students acculturate to the rock is a source of fascination to me.  
so is the ease with which alums from a wide range of years, even decades, socialize at alumni events 
and reunions. Despite the spectrum of talents and interests among current and former students,  
something in the DNA of those who attend simon’s rock seems to link them across the generations:  
an eagerness to engage deeply with people and ideas, openness to unconventional possibilities, and 
a capacity to embrace challenges that others find daunting. the faculty here help students use their 
talents to best advantage, but something about being a rocker is almost bred in the bone. Perhaps the 
reason first-year students adjust so quickly to life on campus is that, in coming to simon’s rock, they 
simply are becoming more fully themselves.

As you will learn in this issue of the magazine, the College is working hard to make the experience of this 
generation of rockers as broad and rich as we can. Under maryann tebben’s guidance, the newly created 
Center for Food studies integrates long-standing faculty and student interests in ecology and agriculture 
with questions of public policy and nutrition. It also marks our contribution to the vigorous discussion about 
food and food production that is taking place now in the Berkshires and the hudson valley. 

our new interterm program in montserrat led by tom Coote provides a terrific fieldwork opportunity for 
students in ecology and other area of environmental science. In fact, the original research conducted by 
simon’s rock students has already resulted in presentations, publications, and the identification of  
a new species of snail! 

Finally, we’re pleased to announce new agreements that allow current students to achieve joint degrees 
with other institutions. rockers can now earn in four years a BA from simon’s rock along with a mas-
ter’s of environmental and legal policy at vermont Law school. And we anticipate the conclusion very 
shortly of a 3/2 agreement with John Jay College in Forensic science and a 3/2 program with munich 
Business school that will provide students not only a bachelor’s degree from simon’s rock but also a 
master’s in international business from mBs.

even as we are creating new opportunities for current students, we are busy planning for a whole new 
generation of rockers with the opening of Bard Academy at simon’s rock. A program for 9th and 10th 
grade students, the Academy will allow us to create a two-year high school experience that is both 
intrinsically engaging and fully preparatory for the early college. It also will help us to reach students 
who ought to know about simon’s rock at a natural transition point in our educational system. Under the 
leadership of Ian Bickford ’95, the Academy’s first dean, faculty are engaged in creating the Academy’s 
curriculum, and staff—informed by student and alumni advisory groups—are developing the school’s 
extracurricular and residential programs. We look forward to welcoming our first Academy class in the 
fall of 2015. 

my prediction is that the Academy students, like those who come to the College, will be natural rockers. 
they will bring the same curiosity, eagerness to learn, and proud individualism that has been the hallmark 
of students here since simon’s rock began—and that, after nearly 50 years, remains its enduring legacy. 

Peter Laipson
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hannahlee Ferus ’13, spent  
the past summer working on  
a Berkshire farm and, thanks to 
a new simon’s rock initiative, 
her experience is an integral 
part of her education.  

As an intern with geography professor Dr. Chris Coggins, hannahlee 
learned about the science behind farming and developed a deep  
appreciation for the work involved in bringing fresh food to the table.  
“my entire life, I’ve been doing some form of farming and gardening,  
and that past experience made it so I was able to stay here over the 
summer and do what I love,” says the sophomore from New mexico.  
“Being trusted with something so big at such a young age is freeing.” 

hannahlee is not alone. she’s like dozens of other students participating 
in the simon’s rock Center for Food studies (the Center), a new initiative 
designed to inspire simon’s rock students, the local community, and 
society at large to pay greater attention to food and what food means 
today—and to act based on this new understanding. Launched in the fall 
of 2013, the Center aims to connect everyone pursuing food studies on 
and around campus. 

French professor Dr. maryann tebben is the head of the new center. 
Long interested in the connections between food and other disciplines 

Connects school, 
Community, 
and society

The 
Center 
for 
Food 
Studies
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(she recently published the book sauces: A Global history), maryann  
sees the Center as a way to cultivate students’ rising interest in food  
and leverage the location of simon’s rock. 

“there is growing interest in food around the country and especially in 
our local community, where new farm-to-table cafés and family farms 
are sprouting up every day. our students are interested in what they eat 
and where their food comes from, not because of food preference but 
for the impact that food has on the world. And with the Center for Food 
studies, we are cultivating that interest,” maryann says.

Food-focused courses are now being taught in biology, geography, 
anthropology, and French at simon’s rock, with multiple courses in 
economics, physics, environmental, and urban studies open to students 
at Bard-Annandale. so a computer science major can be enrolled in  
the biology course All About Food: Current Issues in the Western Food  
Culture at simon’s rock and the physics course Planetary Consequences of 
Food Production taught on the Bard-Annandale campus. 

Chris Coggins, who teaches the school’s geography course the Agricultural 
World, is one of a number of faculty members excited by the chance to 
study and teach food across disciplines. “I can think of no other material 
thing that connects human beings with one another and with the  
nonhuman world so deeply and complexly as food,” Chris says. “It is the 
source of daily pleasure; the subject of both desire and anxiety; an offering, 
a sacrifice, and a symbol; the product of vast ecological transformations 
that cross millennia and continents; and the life-stuff of a thousand 
commodity chains, coercive labor relations, and political conflicts.”

Beyond the classroom, students can learn about food through the 
Center’s partnerships with local and statewide organizations including 
the Nutrition Center, which provides nutrition and cooking education to 
local schools and community centers, and Berkshire Grown, an advocacy 
group for local agriculture. In addition to attending various events  
cosponsored by the Center and its partners, students can intern for 
college credit on campus at the Community Garden, or venture into  
the community to work with the Nutrition Center, Berkshire Grown, or 
Farm Girl Farm in sheffield.

And when not in class or interning, all students will see the Center’s 
influence on their plates. hannahlee and other food studies students are 
experiencing firsthand what this means, working together with faculty, 
staff, and alumni to cultivate and revitalize the Community Garden, the 
on-campus organic farm, as well as deliver their harvests to the simon’s 
rock Dining hall. throughout the summer the produce supplied by the 

farm was incorporated into dishes at the Dining hall, and this fall diners 
will be able to select from a variety of new seasonal offerings grown and 
picked on campus.

meriweather Clark-Connors, Chartwells’ director of dining services at 
simon’s rock, is enthusiastic about bringing an added focus on food 
to what her staff creates for its patrons. “there is nothing like cooking 
with vegetables from your own farm. It feels better, it tastes better, and 
the freshness and quality are amazing,” she says. “And by serving and 
endorsing local, organic farm-to-table food, we’re contributing to a 
movement that is changing the world. We are looking at food differently, 
in terms of our own health, the health of the earth, and the health of  
our society.” 

the mission of the Center goes beyond educating current students— 
the Center aspires to become the epicenter for food studies across the 
Berkshires. on April 11, 2015, the school will host the second annual 
thinkFooD Conference that unites alumni, parents, school officials,  
educators, students, grocery store representatives, scientists, farmers, 
food writers, restaurateurs, and others for a series of panel discussions 
such as “Perceptions and Perspectives: our regional Food Culture.”

“this conference is the Center’s culminating event for the year,” says 
maryann. “As with the Center itself, the hope is that the conference  
creates greater awareness of food issues, but we also use the conference  
to speak directly and clearly to a specific, timely theme.” 

this year, maryann is particularly eager to feature students as panelists 
as well as audience members. Although the specific students have  
not yet been chosen, Isabella Goldman, a 20-year-old senior from 
the Berkshires, says she thinks it’s “a great idea” to allow students to 
become the teachers and has volunteered to speak about her experience 
with food studies. specifically, she would share what she learned during 
her time working organic farms in southern spain and eastern Greece for 
a simon’s rock travel abroad program through World Wide opportunities 
on organic Farms (WWooF).

“simon’s rock allowed me to create my own curriculum when I made 
the decision to travel abroad through the WWooF program. I was given 
the opportunity to develop my own classes with my professors and then 
ultimately gain the greatest educational experience of my life,” Isabella 
says. “Working with the land everyday not only helped to strengthen  
my connection to the earth, it gave me a greater appreciation and  
perspective on all aspects of life.”

“our students are interested in what 

they eat and where their food comes 

from, not because of food preference 

but for the impact that food has on the 

world. And with the Center for Food 

studies, we are cultivating that interest.”
     —Maryann Tebben

meriweather Clark-Connors ’76, 
director of Dining services
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As a sophomore at Bard College at simon’s rock, Nathan  
sadowsky ’12 was fairly sure he wanted to study biology, but he 
wanted to test out his interest with a real-world experience. so 
during the 2013–14 winter break, he signed up for an intensive 

science course on the Caribbean island of montserrat, one of several 
new simon’s rock initiatives aimed at helping students expand their 
academic horizons. 

“I figured the trip would be a good way to get exposed to biology fieldwork 
and see whether it was what I wanted to do,” says sadowsky, of Portland, 
oregon. he and seven other simon’s rock students spent four weeks 
on montserrat, a tiny volcanic island near Antigua. the class focused on 
tropical ecology, conservation biology, and sustainability. the students’ days 
were filled with hiking, preparing their own meals, and studying freshwater 
fish, snails, and birds. they watched a volcano vent and saw firsthand what 
happens to human habitats when covered in volcanic ash. 

And some of them got hooked. 

“Being in the field every day, and seeing new things I’d never seen and 
other scientists had never seen was really exciting,” sadowsky says. 
Upon his return to campus for the spring semester, he signed up for a 
class with environmental science professor thomas Coote, who directs 
the montserrat program. sadowsky also decided to concentrate in  
biology and mathematics.

Opportunities for Joint Degrees

the montserrat trip offers a short intensive experience in scientific  
fieldwork, but several other new initiatives make it possible for students 
to dig more deeply, over time, into an area of interest and earn an  
additional degree. Following on the success of the simon’s rock/ 
Columbia University engineering Program—in which students spend 
three years at simon’s rock and two at Columbia and earn both a BA 
and a Bs—simon’s rock is in the process of launching new partnerships 
with the vermont Law school, the munich Business school, and the  
John Jay College of Criminal Justice. 

Dean of Academic Affairs Anne o’Dwyer says student interest in science 
and business sparked the creation of the new partnerships. “We are 

a small school, so there’s only so much we can offer in terms of the 
number of faculty,” she says. “By partnering with other institutions, we 
broaden what students can explore.”

through the partnership with vermont Law, talented students with an 
interest in the environment will soon be able to earn both a bachelor’s 
degree and either a master’s of environmental law and policy or a master 
of energy regulation and law in four years, rather than the customary 
five. the agreement with the munich Business school will allow students 
to earn a master’s degree in international business as well as a bachelor’s 
degree in five years, rather than six. And an agreement with John Jay, in 
New York City, will allow rockers to earn both a BA from simon’s rock 
and a Bs in forensic science from John Jay in five years. 

According to o’Dwyer, the programs both expand the college’s offerings  
and help students see how the study of the liberal arts can serve 
them well in a range of professions. “Increasingly, we have students in 
business,” she says. the munich program, in particular, is a way to “help 
students see that the liberal arts are relevant for lots of career paths 
including business.”

James Jeffries, the director of Career services at simon’s rock, agrees 
the range of new programs can help students incorporate career exposure 
into their liberal arts education. Whether a short-term intersession 
class or one of the partnership programs, Jeffries thinks these outside 
experiences help students make a connection between their studies and 
possible career paths. “students do the best, professionally, coming out 
of a liberal arts environment when all along they are making connections 
between the classroom and the world,” he says. 

Greig Fields ’12, a junior from Katonah, NY, also went on the montserrat 
trip last winter. he says he loved the hiking and the chance to see the 
terrain of a volcanic island up close. But he also appreciated seeing the 
realities of scientific fieldwork firsthand and thinks it gave him a better 
understanding of what careers in the sciences may entail. 
 
“As fun and as interesting as fieldwork can be, you have to understand 
that a lot of it is just sitting and looking at a tree for a few hours,” says 
Fields. “You have to be willing to do that.” 

New Programs 
 By Alison Lobron

offer more Degrees, more Classes 
—and a Little volcanic Ash
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New staff
Cindy Efinger, Director of residence Life. Cindy has served in a variety of residential life and 
student activities roles in her career including at Phillips Academy, the swift river school, and most 
recently as the operations director at Newport Academy in Bethlehem, Connecticut.

Sharon Hartunian, Director of Counseling. sharon is a licensed clinical social worker with  
extensive experience in training, clinical supervision, management, and consultation in the  
counseling field. she brings expertise in direct service with adolescents and emerging adults at 
colleges, secondary schools, therapeutic boarding schools, and outpatient treatment settings. 

James Jeffries, Director of Career services. James comes to us from Wabash College where he 
worked as the assistant director of the schroeder Center for Career Development. he has extensive 
experience counseling students and alumni through professional development including personal/
career assessment, graduate school exploration, networking, and interviewing techniques. 

Chandra Joos deKoven, Director of Admission. Chandra brings a valuable combination of  
experience in both college admission and college counseling. she has worked in admission at 
Brandeis University, Cornell University, and miami University of ohio. For the past five years Chandra 
has served as the associate director of college counseling at the Breck school in minneapolis. 

John Musall, Lighting Designer and technical Director.  John brings many years of experience in 
technical theater, including at Bard College in Annandale, the merce Cunningham Dance Foundation, 
and temple University.

Jackie Pierce, major Gift officer. Jackie comes to us from rensselaer Polytechnic Institute where 
she served as a major gifts officer for six years. she also served as major gifts officer for seven years 
at Wmht. Jackie was instrumental in building and growing the major gifts program in both positions. 

Kimberly Rock, Director of Communications. Kimberly brings over twenty years of experience 
in marketing and communications, including over a decade in NYC at Grey Advertising and as 
a partner in a boutique advertising agency. In her previous role as marketing Director for Berkshire 
taconic Community Foundation, Kimberly led the re-branding of the Foundation and launched their 
new website.

New Faculty
Li-Mei Lim, Faculty in mathematics. Li-mei earned a Bs from massachusetts Institute of technology 
and scm and PhD from Brown University. Before joining the faculty at simon’s rock, Dr. Lim was a 
visiting assistant professor at Boston College. her research is in analytic number theory, which she 
likes to think of as the perfect blend of algebra and analysis.

Sarah J. Snyder, Faculty in Biology. sarah holds a Bs, Unity College; PhD, University of Nevada, 
reno. Dr. snyder is a National Academies education Fellow in the Life sciences and has previously 
taught at the University of Nevada, reno. her work has been presented at many national and  
international conferences including the World Congress of herpetology, the Joint meeting of  
herpetologists and Ichthyologists.

Aaron Williams, Faculty in Computer science. Aaron’s main research interest is the intersection of 
theoretical computer science and discrete mathematics, with a special emphasis on combinatorial  
algorithms. he holds a Double Bmath, Computer science (Cs) and Combinatorics & optimization 
(C&o) a well as a mmath, C&o from the University of Waterloo and a PhD, Cs, University of victoria. 

Tai Young-Taft, Faculty in economics. tai received his BA, political science from reed College,  
his mA, statistics from Yale University and a mPhil, PhD, economics from the New school for  
social research. he has taught in the Department of economics at NYU and st. Francis College,  
in New York, and the Department of economics and Finance at the Gulf University for science and  
technology, in Kuwait. his research interests include financial market dynamics and their linkage  
to the real economy, particularly in developing countries

 

Cindy efinger sharon hartunian

James Jeffries Chandra Joos deKoven

John musall Kimberly rock

Aaron Williams

Li-mei Lim

tai Young-taft

sarah J. snyder
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Commencement 2014

“You are more prepared 
than you think you are, 
but not in the way you are 
expecting. It’s not possible 
to anticipate what you are 
going to be called upon to 
do. Although you will have 
partners in the effort, and 
they will sustain you, no 
one other than you can 
perform your role.
 And when it comes,  
rise to the occasion  
completely. The results  
will be amazing.” 
 —Nina Perales ’82

Commencement speaker Nina Perales ’82

BA Class speaker heather meehan ’10

AA Class speaker Pearl Weggler ’12

michael Jay Depp ’10 presents ruth B. 
Ide “Good sport Award” to Ken Geremia, 
Director of security
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2014 simon’s rock 
Legacies . . .

the Brierley-Bowers Family: Kori ’12, Keith ’80 and 
Penny ’81

taylor ’09, elliot ’12, mia ’10, maryn, and sun Kang

the Pitman Family: Alexander ’10, maria, tereza ’14, 
Naomi ’12,and Paul (KAC facility maintenance director)

emma sanger Johnson ’10, stephanie sanger ’76

Bard Academy at simon’s rock: 
the educational Innovation Continues 
Nearly fifty years after becoming America’s first early college, simon’s rock will be home  
to the country’s first two-year college preparatory program. 

Next fall, a select group of ninth graders from across the country will come to campus  
and make history as the charter class of Bard Academy at simon’s rock, the only program 
in the country preparing boarding and day students for college in just two years. After  
completing the tenth grade, Bard Academy students will begin full-time college study at 
Bard College at simon’s rock, earning their associate’s degree in two years and, if they 
choose, their bachelor’s degree in two more. 

Bard Academy students will be taught by many of simon’s rock’s faculty and enjoy all  
the other resources of the college, whose students will serve as mentors and role models. 
however, the Academy’s ninth graders, and, starting in 2016, its tenth graders, will live 
apart in their own dormitory with a dedicated residential staff and will learn from a liberal 
arts and sciences curriculum modeled in part after those at Bard high school early College 
(BhseCs) in New York City, Newark, and Cleveland. 

Simon’s Rock Alumnus to Spearhead New Initiative
the dean of Bard Academy will be Ian Bickford, who earned an AA at the rock in 1997  
and then set off to earn his BA at Cal Berkeley, his mA at stanford, and his doctorate at  
the City University of New York. Ian, the son of two career educators and the brother of 
alumni Lincoln ’93 and tyler ’97, returned to simon’s rock to teach english for two years 
and then became an english professor at BhseC in New York City. 

Ian’s excited about his mission. “For many students, the last two years of high school can 
be drawn out and wasteful, devoted to standardized testing, college applications, and taking 
courses that look good on their college resume,” he says. “Now we can educate students 
who will be anticipating college starting the first day of ninth grade. And who better to help 
students prepare for college than their future college professors?”

Help Us Find Them
Bard Academy is seeking younger versions of simon’s rock students past and present: 
eighth graders who are bright, motivated, and ready for any academic challenge that comes 
their way. If you know of a student who fits the bill, please ask their parents to contact 
Admission at bardacademy@simons-rock.edu or 800-235-7186. And remember, there’s  
a discount for children of all rock graduates!

Ian Bickford, dean of Bard Academy at simon’s rock.

Aaron ’12 and Jared ’10 Weiss
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F A C U L t Y  s P o t L I G h t

When Dr. Chris Coggins, professor of geography and Asian studies,  
first learned of the fengshui forests (fengshuilin) of China’s rural mountain  
villages, he was taken aback. Chris was conducting research on the 
history of human–wildlife interactions and contemporary conservation 
efforts in Fujian province when a Chinese colleague pointed to a broad-
leaf forest on a mountain next to a small village, and said (in mandarin), 
“that’s a fengshui forest; you may want to learn more about those.” 
Before long, Chris’s field research project included systematic surveys of 
the sociocultural and ecological significance of these sacred groves that 
appear only intermittently in Chinese and Western records. 

the word “fengshui,” more often associated with a type of divination, 
actually just translates simply to “wind” (feng) and “water” (shui). For 
centuries, southern Chinese villages used this concept of fengshui to 
manage the forests to protect their settlements from the elements and  
to provide the ideal location for water conservation and crop cultivation. 
But where are the fengshuilin? And what can we learn from them? 

“In the literature there were a number of references to village ‘burial 
forests,’ earth god shrines, and lineage temples, all of which suggest 
a deep concern and long-term engagement with both ecological and 
cosmological principles of landscape design and management,” Chris 
says. “But the geographic extent, cultural history, and ecological value 
of these forests have not been systematically surveyed. We don’t even 
know where all of the forests are.”

he worries about taking students into certain areas to conduct research 
and then discovering that there aren’t any fengshui forests there.

But he and his students have found them, and now Chris Coggins, along 
with Bard, Bard high school early College (BhseC), and other simon’s 
rock faculty and students, have been given the chance of a lifetime 

by the henry Luce Foundation that awarded Bard College a four-year 
$400,000 Luce Initiative on Asian studies and the environment (LIAse) 
grant to increase and enhance the interdisciplinary study of environmental 
and sustainability issues in Asia. 

the grant will fund Bard’s environment and Community in east Asia 
Initiative to develop new courses and enhance existing ones with a 
focus on the environment in Asia. the initiative will also expand research 
opportunities for undergraduate students to study environmental issues 
in China, Japan, and Korea. 

Chris, along with a team of three simon’s rock and Bard students, and 
other colleagues—including an aquatic ecologist, a dendrochronologist, 
and a cultural studies expert—just finished their first (of three) summer 
research treks to Fujian and Jiangxi Provinces to study the area around 
Lake Pyoyang, China’s largest freshwater lake. What they found was 
exactly what they had hoped for, and much more, thanks mostly to the 
diversity and tenacity of the team—a ceramics major, an Asian studies 
major, and a potential environmental science major—many of whom  
had never conducted rigorous fieldwork before.

“We learned a lot and got a tremendous amount done,” he says. “We 
would get to a village, always with a liaison, either with the Forestry 
Bureau or some other local authority—as a foreigner, don’t just show up 
in villages in China. And then we would break up into teams and spend 
countless hours doing research. I would be interviewing older villagers, 
sort of getting the taxonomy of fengshui forests and how they fit into the 
scheme of village life. others would be testing/taking water samples or 
getting ancestral records or bushwhacking through tropical forest to find 
streams. We also had three students doing documentary film work.”

Jade mermini ’11 seems to have been taken in by the magic that the 
ancients referenced when writing about the fengshuilin. Jade, who was 
born in Fujian but later adopted and taken to the United states, studies 
Asian studies and religion, and she was drawn toward the storytelling  
element of the adventure to surrounding lands of Lake Poyang. In 
addition to centuries-old untouched forests, Jade found something else 
as well.

“visiting and connecting in Fujian and Jiangxi gave me the chance to 
experience elements of myself I had never been in touch with. I sucked 
in the elements of change that clung heavy to the air. the opportunities 
that came out of this journey were the most intimate of blessings and 
freedom that a Chinese-born girl in my shoes could have dreamt of.”

engaging students like Jade as well as faculty in a three-year multidisci-
plinary project will not only provide them with an opportunity to study the 
many facets—human, ecological, aquatic, political—of fengshui forests 
but will also shed light on the potential that the forests provide as seed 
banks for reforestation and as biologically diverse areas. 

“these forests are very important to people in China and to the government 
where, contrary to our popular cultural belief, there is a huge push toward 
nature conservation,” Chris says. “And there is a lot that we in North 
America can learn from these forests, especially about water quality, 
agriculture, and fundamental relationships between people, places and 
nature. Now that the team and I have made the first trek, we know where 
we need to go and what we need to do once we get there.”

Forest Through the Trees: 
        Finding 
     Fengshuilin

Aris efting, BhseC Queens professor of Biology, Chris Coggins, and Alex Danza ’11 test 
water quality in a stream above a fengshui forest in meihuashan Nature reserve, Fujian.



Greetings, Rockers!

the past six months have been a great adventure for your Alumni Leadership Council.

First, leadership has changed. Jochai Ben-Avie ’06 and I are now the co-chairs of your 19-member ALC. We thank the 
most recent former co-chairs, Paul Goldschmidt ’84 and harry marker ’05, for their hard work last year.

At 19 members, your ALC is larger than ever. the group has expanded both geographically (extending from the West Coast 
to London) and in terms of years of entry at the rock (1977–2010). In the midst of this growth, we have created many 
more opportunities for alumni to connect with each other and collaborate with simon’s rock on student recruiting, career 
development, fundraising, regional socials, and annual reunions.

I recently helped host a Chicago social with fellow ALC member mike Lawrence ’98. At that event, I really appreciated being reminded of the importance of 
community that we must continue to develop in an organic way. the bonds we created at the rock carry on for a lifetime and even grow as we meet 
new people from the rocker community.

the ALC is an easy point of access to help everyone in our alumni community support each other and simon’s rock. If there is something the ALC or 
the College can do to serve you, do let us know. In turn, please consider volunteering and/or making gifts to simon’s rock every year. our efforts to 
strengthen and enrich this community make a direct and observable impact.

the College has put into play many of the ideas that alumni have suggested over the past five years including an office of Career Development, 
annual alumni reunions on campus, opening a Jstor digital library subscription for all alumni, changing the logo of the College to preserve inclusion 
of the hemlock/sapling/tree of knowledge, and the return of this simon’s rock magazine. Now it is our turn as alumni to ask what we can do to further 
support simon’s rock.

Please think about how you can give back to the simon’s rock community, financially and/or physically (for example, volunteering for Career Development, 
regional socials, Admission, or the reunion committee). think about what you would enjoy doing, and then make it happen! Anyone on the ALC can 
help you get started, as can Cathy and rich in the alumni affairs office at the College.

I am always open to hear about ideas, but I am even more excited to see proactive members of the community taking their ideas and running with 
them. so please share your thoughts!

sincerely,
Nicole A. Fitting ’93JA
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F r o m  t h e  A L U m N I  L e A D e r s h I P  C o U N C I L

Your 2014-2015 Alumni Leadership Council: Charlotte Anderholt ’01, Jochai Ben-Avie ’06 (Co-chair), Keith Brierley-Bowers ’80 (representative 
to the Board of overseers), Jennifer Browdy de hernandez ’78, Brian Conley ’96, Christopher Derhammer-hill ’86, Cordelia Derhammer-hill ’86, 
Jody emmer ’86, Nicole Fitting ’93JA (Co-chair), hillary Gardner ’02, Bethany Geiger ’10, Audrey Kalman ’77, Kristopher Kapinos ’92, michael 
Lawrence ’98, Ajay madiwale ’01, harry marker ’05, Kathleen (Kaki) Notestine Kasdorf ’93, evelina shmukler ’93, Brian smith ’04
 You can check us out online at simons-rock.edu/alumni/alc. You can e-mail us at sralc@simons-rock.edu.

2014 Alumni Leadership Council Outstanding Alumni Award Winners:
each year the Alumni Leadership Council (ALC) bestows the simon’s rock outstanding Alumni Award on one to three alumni. Winners bring the 
spirit of simon’s rock to their profession or volunteer service in the world, and they have done something in a way that is different from the norm 
—just as you did when you chose to attend simon’s rock. the winners for 2014 are . . .

 Mark Leiter ’81, Chief strategy officer, Nielsen
 For high achievement in global markets, serving both policymakers and business leaders

 Minna Bromberg ’88, rabbi, educator, singer, songwriter
 For transformative social justice and spiritual leadership within the simon’s rock community and beyond

 Shazia A. Khan ’93, executive Director, ecoenergyFinance
 For achievement in human rights, energy development, and delivery of solar power in rural Pakistan

 Congratulations to mark, minna, and shazia. thank you for representing simon’s rock so well in all you do!
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        thank you, 

donors
KEY: 

u the sapling society identifies those loyal donors who have   
 given consecutively in the previous five or more years.

l member of the Board of overseers or an overseer-affiliated   
 foundation

n member of the Alumni Leadership Council

s member of the Parent Leadership Council

H supporter of the Berkshire Festival of Women Writers

$100,000 and above 
the Barrington Foundation Inc. u l 
margaret Kendrick Blodgett  
 Foundation u l 
James m. Clark ’76 u l 
emily h. Fisher P’83 u l 
the sealark Foundation l 
scott shenker and  
 mary ruth Quinn P’09 & ’11 l

$25,000-$99,000 
Anonymous l 

Anonymous s 
Anna and Ben Bernanke P’00 l 
stuart Breslow and  
 Anne miller-Breslow P’07 u l 
David m. Brown and erika Franke      
Jennifer Fan ’99 l 
Zachary ’85 and Allison Julius u    
murray and Patti Liebowitz u     
Alvin ’92 and Chelsey Loshak u l 
riversville Foundation       
the spingold Foundation Inc. u l 
the stewart Foundation u   
 In honor of emily h. Fisher’s  
 birthday    

$10,000-$24,999 
susan Beckerman P’96 and ’99 u l 
Christopher ’86 and Cordelia ’86  
 Derhammer-hill u n l 
 In memory of Leslie r. sander ’83  
 and Natalie harper 
the Camille and henry Dreyfus  
 Foundation, Inc.  
 In honor of Dr. harold hastings      
Joan reynolds P’82       
Abby rockefeller and  
 Lee halprin P’98 
Joanna seltzer ’99, henry seltzer ’02,  
 and richard and Kim seltzer u  
 In memory of elvira and  
 Gilbert Isaacs     
sally e. Unger ’73 u l 
the Wind Point Foundation       
the Wyomissing Foundation, Inc. H   

$5,000-$9,999 
Chartwells educational Dining  
 services       
mell Bridges and Gregory Curry P’08  
 In honor of hannah  
 Bridges-Curry ’08      
Jessee A. Fecker ’92 u     
Paul W. Goldschmidt ’84  
 and Kristi hamilton u n     
John K. hall u l 
marguerite hoffman  
 In honor of U Ba Win      
Peter Laipson and Alison Lobron l       
Dan ’74 and sue Lipson       
Ian and mary macKinnon P’03 u 
 In honor of Kelley macKinnon ’03    
todd A. maugans ’77   
 In memory of emmert and  
 marie maugans      
Charles B. mobus P’13  
 In memory of Linda Baker mobus     
Glenn m. Peacock ’83 u  
 and Joel Palefsky   
 In memory of Dottie-Lou Brokaw    
Karen Pessione ’82        
Jeffrey resnick ’80 u  
 In honor of randall A. sharp ’79    
elizabeth richardson u     
John A. sellon Charitable trust H    
Patricia J.s. simpson P’86 u    
sprague Foundation, Inc.        
Larry swales and Dr. Ya-hui  
 Laurie Pan P’00 u 
 In honor of Dr. stephanie  
 swales scalambrino ’00    

Provost Circle: $1,000-$4,999             
Anonymous 
Lori and Dean Adams P’12      
Loren AliKhan ’99 u l   
 In honor of emily h. Fisher 
thomas and Barbara Armstrong  
 P’99 u     
Berkshire environmental research  
 Center, LtD.       
mario Bick and Diana Brown P’94       
thomas Borkowski P’01, ’04 & ’07  
 In honor of the Borkowski  
 brothers: michael ’01,  

 matthew ’04 and Joseph ’07     
sandra Brinkert and Lynn Brown  
 P’08 u     
robert and hester Brooks P’77      
Cherrylynn and ethan Burris u 
 In memory of Noah White  
 Burris ’97     
David Byrd ’78 and ella Brice u     
Abe ’00 and Amelie Chu u     
Debbie Cibelli ’71 u 
 In memory of m. Peter Burke ’71     
meriweather Clark-Connors ’76  
 and Cathy Ingram u 
 In memory of Fay Polner ’76  
 and in honor of emily h. Fisher    
Charles and sara Coe P’97 u 
 In honor of elizabeth Coe ’97    
Christopher ’92 and rhonda ’94  
 Colombo       
Barbara Fatt Costikyan       
Lisa David and ernest Berger P’08      
m. Leslie Davidson u  
 In honor of emily h. Fisher    
eric L. and Patricia B. Decker  
 P’93 u     
Deloitte Foundation        
harvey and scarlet edber P’06  
 In honor of rose edber      
David A. epstein ’95 u  
 In honor of Peter Cocks and  
 Jim monsonis     
evergreen Charitable Fund       
exxonmobil Foundation   u     
valerie K. Ferrier ’94        
marcia m. Finisdore P’81       
Jill and Charles Garner P’13      
robert and Joy Gess P’10 s  
 In honor of robert C. Gess ’10      
Christopher m. Gittins ’83 u  
 In memory of Leslie r. sander ’83     
Johnathan and marjorie Glass  
 P’08  u     
Gabby Glemann ’99  
 and Paul reinitz u   
 In memory of sol resnik    
Kenan Godfrey ’92        
Kaye and Bob Graves  u     
Gregory Greifeld ’05        
Julia and robert Greifeld P’05 u l 
Dr. thomas hall and  
 elizabeth mcLoughlin        
ethan and Beth haskel P’03       
Kyle s. haver ’73 and  
 susan Goetz haver        
sally-Jane heit H    
Felicia and John hendrix H    
the horbach Fund u     
rebecca hughson Leise ’71 u    
Joan and Jim hunter P’04       
Jadana Productions H    
rachel B. Kaufmann ’80  
 In memory of myron Kaufmann     
Lauren and Jeff King P’12 

thanks to a generous gift from the Blodgett Family Foundation, the Alumni Library 
was renovated over the summer. 

From 2009 through 2013, the collective amount 
of gifts to simon’s rock from parents doubled 
and contributions from alumni tripled. Yet in this 
past year—Fiscal Year 2014—simon’s rock 
supporters at-large did even better, besting the 
previous record-breaking fundraising year by 2%.

this achievement was due in large part to the 
hundreds of alumni, parents, friends, faculty, staff, 
and even students who contributed generously 
to the spring 2014 100 Days for simon’s rock 
fundraising drive. 100 Days produced $597,967  
in support for the College, surpassing its half- 
million-dollar goal. the drive also increased 
springtime fundraising revenue to the College  
by 26% compared to the previous year.

Also significant was a special fundraising endeavor 
among the simon’s rock Board of overseers to 
hone the College’s marketing and recruitment 
strategies for today’s option-rich, international, 
and extensively mobile prospective students. 
this timely effort provided $485,000 to ensure 
that simon’s rock has every opportunity to find 
special students for our early college—students 
who are driven to make every moment matter.

In total, during Fiscal Year 2014, supporters 
donated $2,225,477 to simon’s rock.

over the last five years, thanks to greater  
participation in the sapling society, Provost  
Circle, and Annual Fund scholars Program (see 
callouts in the accompanying report), the average 
gift from an alumna or alumnus has increased 
from $400 to $600, and the average gift from  
a simon’s rock parent has increased from  
$750 to $1,000.

thank you for this extraordinary support and for 
making simon’s rock all it can be! We can’t do it 
without you. If you haven’t been on campus in a 
while, please come take a look. It is remarkable 
to witness what your gifts do.

together, in the coming year, we will change  
lives forever—and change the world—again.

In the following report, the College gratefully  
acknowledges the alumni, parents, friends,  
faculty, staff, and students who made a gift to 
simon’s rock during the 2014 fiscal year, 
which began on July 1, 2013, and ended on  
June 30, 2014.
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the Sapling Society recognizes donors  
who have made a gift for five consecutive 
years or more! members are maked with u. 

All members receive a different collectible 
lapel pin each year.

Yasho Lahiri and  
 Anne margaret Barile P’13       
maggie Leonard ’78 and  
 John humphrey H    
mark and Katie Levine        
Joshua Levy and  
 Pam magnuson P’10       
Jesse Glick ’89 and  
 Ali mahood ’90 u     
Patricia marcella        
Adrienne maynard ’89 u     
richard and Lynn melnick P’08 u     
microsoft matching Gifts Program u    
ruth Bulkeley miles       
robert miller and Kathy Klingenstein 
miller-Pomerantz maneesh  
 modi ’96 u     
rich montone and erika Nelson u     
morgan stanley Cybergrants, Inc.  
Beverly and Peter munsing P’04  
 In honor of Alumni who have  
 served in the armed forces     
David r. myers and susan Cooper   
 In memory of muriel myers and  
 vicki Claman      
horace ’71 and Betsy Nash P’08      
marshal Newrock ’91        
the New York Community trust      
Albert Nierenberg P’13       
osher Institute for Lifetime  
 Learning u     
mr. and mrs. L.G. Pratt  
 In honor of emily h. Fisher     
Carol Preisig P’11 and  
 Katherine Corn ’11       
Quality Printing Company, Inc. u   
elizabeth h. rader ’81 u    
Bernie F. rodgers, Jr. u          
shari and shep rosenman P’12  
 In memory of earl Cohen     
susan roth and Leslie Birenbaum  
 P’92 u 
 In memory of Philip roth,  
 Grandfather of michael  
 Birenbaum ’92     
Alexandra shandell ’00 u    
Adam shostack ’88 and  
 teresa Barcus u     
sabrena A. silver ’85        
Cindy J. speaker ’81 u  
 In memory of tony van Brakel   
Judge morris and ronnie stern  
 P’87 u 
 In memory of Ben stern ’87    
Jonie and hirohide takatsuji P’11      
vanguard Charitable endowment  
 Program        
Arthur Watson ’98 u     
Charles A. Webb, III ’82  
 and Carol Webb       
Brian mikesell and  
 John Weinstein u     
Jonathan and elizabeth Weiss  
 P’10 & ’12  
 In honor of Jared ’10 and  
 Aaron ’12 Weiss      
Jacqueline A. Wilson P’89       
Judith and Ba Win P’90, ’91 & ’92 u    

$500-$999   
the 2014 senior Class           
Brenda Adelson ’79       
henry Alford ’80        
Claire Ash Wheeler ’74       
Jane Baylin-Lipnick ’73       
Berkshire Gas H   
Berkshire taconic Community  
 Foundation H   

Joel Bernanke ’00 and  
 elise Kent Bernanke ’00 u    
maryana ’80 and Jong Bhak       
scott s. Blake ’88 and  
 Liz rettenmaier u     
Debra Brendel P’11       
Keith ’80 and Penny ’81 Brierley- 
 Bowers P’08 & ’12 u n s  
sue and Joseph Browdy H   
megan Case ’92 u     
Joanne and stanley Chang P’13      
Lucy P. Clark ’66 u    
mark Clifford ’74       
michal Zivan Coffey ’95 and  
 tim Coffey ’95 u     
David Corcoran and  
 Karrie olick P’05 u     
Joan Countryman u l 
raymon Darling P’96       
susan Di Biase P’92 u     
Patty Dooley u  
 In honor of the 2014 BA  
 graduates of Bard College at  
 simon’s rock    
vivian Dorsel H    
Deirdre m. Farley ’69 u     
Jared Fuchs ’05       
Laura and William Glasgall P’01 u 

theresa K. Glover P’91       
Anita Gould ’80 and richard  
 snyder u        
Nancy s. hardin P’97 u 
 In memory of Noah White  
 Burris ’97     
Alix L. harper ’71  
 In memory of Dorothy r. o’reilly  
eliza r. hewat ’66   u     
Christine hobbie and Neil Brander H   
Louise rogove howard ’85 u    
John ’70 and Ann Jacobs       
erica Kiesewetter P’07 & ’12 u    
michael Belanger and  
 ellen Kisslinger P’06 u  
 In honor of rachel Belanger ’06    
suzanne Klimek ’79   
 In honor of Patti and  
 murray Liebowitz u     
Cathie and Gary Krellenstein P’08  
 In honor of James Krellenstein ’08     
Anne m. Laughlin ’98 u     
edward and Judith Lund P’84 u     
Neal sacon ’79 and  
 maureen mcClenon sacon ’80       
robert ’81 and Jennifer mcCue u    
John h.v. mcWhorter ’81 u l 
Chris and Kate meyer P’07 & ’09      
marilyn miller  
 In honor of stuart Breslow  
 becoming Chair of the Board  
 of overseers      
margaret moench ’70 and  
 Ira mellman u    
elizabeth m. morss ’78 u     
Jean Novak       
Anne o’Dwyer u     
onyx specialty Paper, Inc. H    
Colleen and James Patell P’04 u  
 In honor of teagan Patell ’03     
Alison Piper and Allen Goldberg P’07       
Jim Poe ’94 and  
 susanne Grabowski ’94 u   
 In memory of August Clement Poe    
Charles & rebecca rosenzweig 
Charitable Foundation        
robin scanlon P’09 u     
Bruce ’81 and Danna schoenberg u   
 In honor of Don roeder          
matthew siroka ’88        

otto and Dorothy solbrig P’84 u     
robert and Andrea solomon P’08 u    
David stirrat ’80  
 In honor of robert richards ’80     
Allyson A. till ’84 u     
Jacob trevick ’98   
 In honor of Naomi trevick     
rashad Ullah ’95 
 In memory of Dr. A.h. Jaffor Ullah     
Baird and Joan Whitlock P’72 u   
the Women’s Fund of Western  
 massachusetts, Inc. H    
sarah Wright ’80   
 In honor of Cathy Ingram and  
 meriweather Clark-Connors ’76     

$250-$499  
Anonymous u            
Kristen ’94 and Caleb ’88 Barrett      
Julia m. Bauder ’97 u     
susanna Baum H   
Loren Becker ’95       
Catya Belfer ’88 u    
Jochai Ben-Avie ’06 u n   
mike Bergman  
 In honor of Peter Cocks      
robert Bernobich ’81       
steve Bohrer       
Barbara Bonner H    
Nancy Bonvillain       
shirley and martin Bresler H    
Bob and Karyn ’82 (ritchie) Brundige      
mary Blaine Campbell ’71 u  
 In memory of shelia King ’71 
Cecily Clark Long ’73       
holly Coates ’74       
sharon Coleman H    
valerie Collura ’84 u     
mark Contois ’89       
Kim Corn P’11  
 In honor of Patty Dooley      
Frank and Betty Couvares P’90 u  
 In honor of mary King Austin    
Joshua Cowan ’81        
susan Crofut H    
stephanie and John Crossman P’09      
Irene Cullen Gravina ’69       
Dan Diskin ’80 and  
 meg Bahlke Diskin ’82 P’10      
Pauline ’06 and  
 emmanuel Dongala P’98 & ’01      
robert Dunton ’00  
 In honor of the srC Younger  
 scholars Champions basketball  
 team      
ed herrington, Inc.       
susan Finisdore higgins ’81  
 and sean higgins       
susan D. Franck ’89       
Ann Burchfield ’04 and  
 Laszlo Frazer ’05 u    
Peter and Ann Geismar P’13      
Geoffrey m. Glick ’81 and  
 marina Daiman        
heather Godwin Jones ’81 u    
Andrea hanna ’92       
harvard Community Gifts        
Dana and Kathryn hiscock u l 
elizabeth horan ’73 and Paul skilton      
michael Jefferson and  
 Pamela Augustine-Jefferson P’12  
 In honor of diversity      
Dr. Andrea toulson Jeffress ’86      
Johnson & Johnson Family  
 of Companies        
terry Kaelber ’71 and David Buckel       
Audrey Kalman ’77 u n H   
 In memory of eileen handelman 

maryan and sunny Kang P’09,  
 ’10 & ’12  
 In honor of taylor ’09, mia ’10  
 and elliot ’12 Kang      
Lorrin Kantor Krouss H    
Nancy K. Kim P’93 u    
michael Lawrence ’98 u n  
Debbie Lewis ’74  
 In memory of Adams Douglas ’72     
tom Lindenfeld ’71       
David Lovely ’96 and James Lai u    
Jessica ’84 and Zaw ’89 Lyn       
macFarlane office Products      
michael and Louise malakoff P’96       
rachel masch H    
Coleman ’98 and tamara mehta u    
enid michelman H    
David and susan miller P’86 u    
Leila and Bruce miller u 

Charles montgomery ’89 u   
oracle Corporation       
Francisca oyogoa        
ranga and suku Palaniswamy P’96      
eli Pariser ’96 u     
stephen and Deborah Paruolo  
 P’09 u    
Katherine Pichard P’13       
John and Lynn rathgeber P’09 u   
tim and Liz rodgers u  
 In memory of Jane rodgers    
ron rostow ’77       
marcy rumsfeld and  
 santiago vaca P’09       
Allyson sgro ’01 and  
 Bjorn-erik townsend ’94 u     
the samuel P. and Fay e. singer  
 Philanthropic Fund of the  
 Jewish Federation of Palm  
 Beach County       
Patricia m. & h. William smith, Jr.  
 Foundation u   
sandra smith ’68       
stephen smith ’70        
sara smollett ’96 and  
 Karl Krueger ’94 u    
elizabeth st. John villard P’01 u  
 In honor of Kate villard-howe ’01   
Leesa stanion ’75 P’13       
Karl stine ’75        
Lorna strassler H    
Dr. Judith strong and  
 Dr. Paul Bowen P’02  
 In honor of Alex Bowen ’02     
John ’76 and sonya thompson u  
summer Unsinn ’96 u 
 In memory of hendrik Doorn ’96     
Lara Wachs ’83  
 In memory of Anthony Wachs     
sandra Walker H   

Gifts to $249    
Anonymous u  

 In memory of Ñacuñán sáez  
Anonymous  
 In honor of Gabriel Asfar 
Anonymous  
 In memory of Noah White  
 Burris ’97 
Anonymous (5)        
tom ’95 and Alana ’96 Abbott u    

Alison and Dale Abrams       
Allegra Abramson ’07       
Denise Ackerman  
 In honor of Jennifer Ackerman  
 Kettell ’82      
roberta Klein Ackerman P’82 & ’83       
Neil Actor and Jacqueline engel P’12  
 In honor of Patty Dooley, for  
 inspiring our daughter to love  
 chemistry and for being a  
 fabulous and supportive advisor     
Adeboye Adejare ’75       
Karen Advokaat       
Brittany Aicher ’06       
tiffany Albright ’06        
Karen and Allen Altman        
Lynn m. Altman ’88  
 In honor of Gabriel Asfar      
ted and renee Altman P’88       
Jean Altshuler       
Charlotte Anderholt ’01 and  
 matthew schmidt n   
Deirdre Antes ’85       
Zara Anwarzai ’11       
Noah Appelbaum ’06       
Peter Applebaum and  
 Belinda David P’06  
 In honor of John Weinstein,  
 Asma Abbas and John myers     
Armand Aquino ’86  
 In memory of Ñacuñán sáez     
sandy and ron Ashendorf  
 In honor of michael and  
 Barbara rosenbaum      
Paul, elyn sue and Ben ’92 Ayers  
 P’92  
 In honor of Ben G. Ayers ’92     
Gabriel Bach ’93 and  
 susanna Cole       
Jacqueline Bailargeon and  
 Kenneth Zimmerman P’13      
Dawn Baird ’76       
Andrew and Debra Balbus P’04      
ruth Ballenzweig ’99 u     
Leah Barison ’03       
Barbara and Charles Bauer P’00  
 In honor of Adam Bauer ’00     
rachel Belanger ’06       
Benchmark real estate H    
Carlos and Jesusa Benedicto  
 P’01 u     
margaret Bergamini ’78       
Gail Berneike and Don Bernier   
 In memory of Jane rodgers     
Carol J. Bettencourt ’77       
Alexander Bick ’94 and  
 Nealin Parker u     
Kara sheldon Bingham ’84      
marvin r. Birnbaum ’79 u     
Brad Bissell ’88       
seth and victoria Black P’10  
 In honor of Alexandra Black ’10     
Captain ronald L. Blake P’88       
Anthony and ellen Borges  
 P’80 & ’87 u     
Kim Borges-therien ’80 and  
 robert therien       
Joseph Borkowski ’07       
michelle Bouche       
stephanie Bradford H    
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Lauren Brandt ’70       
David Braslow ’02       
Jackie and Lee Breisacher P’08      
Paige Breisacher ’08       
theresa and taylor Brelsford P’01      
morgan Brilliant smith ’79       
Bristol-myers squibb Foundation u    
tahira Brooks ’94       
michael Brosilow and  
 Debra schwartz P’09  
 In honor of Isaac Brosilow ’09     
Jennifer Browdy de hernandez ’78  
 and octavio hernandez P’08 n  
 In memory of Natalie harper     
Kelly A. Brown ’79       
Wesley Brown       
matthew Burch ’87       
mr. & mrs. L.J. Burke        
michele Burke majer ’68       
evelina shmukler Burnett ’93 n 
 In honor of Pat sharpe      
Christopher P. Bush ’85  
 In memory of Ñacuñán sáez     
Chris and Dorothee Callanan u 
 In honor of emily h. Fisher    
timothy Cama ’04       
Lucile Campbell Gubbins ’77      
millie Cannon P’90  
 In memory of Galen Gibson ’90  
 and Ñacuñán sáez      
Glen Cantor and Inge eriks P’01 u   
margaret Carl ’70       
mary and robert Carswell       
David and Anna Carvalho P’05  
 In honor of Anna Christina  
 Carvalho ’05      
mario Chamorro ’86  
 In memory of Ñacuñán sáez     
megan Chaney ’91  
 In honor of Barbara resnik and  
 in memory of sol resnik      
Kyle Chao ’06       
mary ’68 and Keith Chase-Ziolek  
 In honor of Catherine B. miller     
marty Checchi       
Gilana Chelimsky ’99       
Irina ’98 and Alexey Chernyakov      
Laura Wing-Ye Cheung ’05 and  
 John reardon ’04       
Alexandra Chisholm ’79       
Ashley Christensen ’00 u    
rodney Christopher ’86 u  
 In honor of Wendy shifrin    
Wendy Clarissa Geiger ’80  
 In memory of Caleb roosevelt ’79     
Jennifer Clark ’06 H    
Lucy eveleth Clark ’74 and  
 stephen sombor P’06  
 In honor of an excellent education     
Peggy A. Clark ’80  
 In memory of scott heckendorf ’80     
Philip and meredith Clark P’75      
Lucy Clippinger ’04 u    
Jake Coan ’07       
Nancy and ted Cobden       
Barbara and rodgin Cohen P’98 u     

Alison Colby ’76   
 In memory of John rosenberg  
 ’76 and mark Burkholder ’76     
David Collins ’99        
David and Kim Collopy       
Computer Associates International        
Joanne Cooney H    
Daniel Copulsky ’05       
Joseph Corso, II u     
Zach Cowan and sarah stadler P’09      
Coleen Cox and tim Fogarty      
Paul A. Cox ’86       
Paul Craig       
elizabeth Cronenwett ’93 u     
Caro Crowley ’91 and  
 eric mcClenahan u  
 In memory of Agnes Williams    
Jeffrey Cua ’00 u     
Dana Cummings  
 In honor of worthy young scholars     
emily A. Daniels ’89       
Lis Danish-Wheeler ’75       
Linda m. Darling P’96 u 
 In honor of Aaron Darling,  
 Ph.D. ’96     
Jane Powers de Colgyll ’66      
Philip Deely ’01       
matthew DeGennaro ’91       
Amer Delic ’00       
Joan DelPlato       
Chloe Demrovsky ’01 u 
 In memory of tadd Gero ’03   
evan Didier ’05 u     
Debbie and Bob Dillon P’09 u    
Joan Dix Blair P’98       
richard and Diane Donaher P’07       
John C. Dovel u 
 In memory of Noah White  
 Burris ’97    
Patrick Doyle P’12  
 In honor of Cian Doyle ’12     
Denise Dufault       
Bill Dunbar       
margaret Dunlap ’95       
thomas Dunlap and  
 susan miller P’95       
Jeremy Dunn ’81       
Jonathan Durfee ’09       
Curran Dwyer ’06  
 In honor of Bernie rodgers      
Judith ’80 and  
 russell ehrman-shapiro P’08      
Jan eisenman ’68 u 
 In memory of vanda  
 sendzimir ’68     
Kari elsila ’80 and  
 michael Buescher u     
Pegeen Wylie eslami ’77  
 In memory of harold W. Wylie, Jr.     
Joshua ’92 and shevah Faber u    
Julie Fagan H    
Andrey Falko ’05       
Catherine Felgar ’82 and  
 David stevens       
Leland and Aline Ferguson P’06  
 In honor of sam Ferguson ’06     

shani r. Ferguson ’85 and  
 Lionel Artom-Ginzburg ’88 u   
 In honor of Bernie rodgers and  
 Gabriel Asfar     
Fidelity matching Gifts to education      
John and Zirka Filipczak P’96 u    
Peter Filkins       
Christopher m. Fink P’07  
 In honor of Charles Fink ’07     
rozzy Finn ’00       
Gabriel Fishman ’03       
rebecca Fiske and Deane Zarvis  
 P’98 & ’07       
Nicole e. Fitting ’92 n    
 In memory of Lorin A. ellsworth   
roger and Lorel Fitting P’92      
Lee-Anne Gunn Flandreau ’88      
Katherine Fleming ’94 u     
Jean Flood ’68 and Paul Nemeth      
Carole Forbes  
 In honor of Nathaniel Forbes  
 Gage ’09      
Abigail Foulds ’96 and Ivan Perez      
Frances Franco  
 In memory of Donald Gangemi     
Kathryn Friedman ’02 u     
Alison Gadbow ’95       
eli ’01 and rochelle Grandour-rood      
Angelina Gangemi  
 In memory of Donald Gangemi     
marie Gangemi  
 In memory of Donald Gangemi     
mary martin Gant P’99 u 
 In honor of Jason martin snell  
 ’99, on his 31st birthday     
michele Gara Grady and  
 robert Grady H    
Judah Garber and  
 rebecca eisenberg P’07      
Courtney-marie Gardner ’13      
Georgene Gardner H    
hillary Gardner ’02 n   
Janet Gardner  
 In honor of Courtney m.  
 Gardner ’13      
Ana-maria Conley ’75 u     
Bill and Kate Geiger P’10  
 In honor of Bethany Geiger ’10     
Lisa Gelfand P’01       
the Gendler Family Foundation      
Jacob Gerstein ’01       
Janice Gildawie       
Beri Gilfix P’88 u     
Dragan Gill ’02       
robin Girard ’03       
Julie and John Gittins P’83  
 In honor of Christopher Gittins ’83     
Adam Glasgall ’01       
Leonard and Nansi Glick P’89 u  
 In honor of Leutitia mahood’s  
 1st birthday     
Al and Gertie Go P’13       
susan Golden ’78 u     
Jason Goldman       
David Goldstein ’86 u    
valerie Gono ’05       
Diva Goodfriend-Koven P’11       

Lisa Federico and michael Goodman       
Ashleigh ’01 and Colin Gough      
reisa Gould-Donath P’90       
Lori Grace and emerald starr P’05      
Andrea Grayson ’80 u 
 In honor of the Art Department    
Jonathan and sally Green P’05      
Zachary Green ’99        
molly Greene ’09       
Linda smothers and  
 richard Gregg P’11       
sharon Gregory H    
the Groebel Family u    
martha Groet        
David Grossman ’98       
Chris and Diane Gruber P’93 u    
Ginny Guenette       
Cara e. haas ’92 u     
sandra rowland-hack  
 and steven hack P’01       
Kim hagerich ’88       
Jane and Chris haigh P’03      
Kerry hamill       
maudie hampden shah ’99 and  
 sumul shah ’99  
 In honor of Barbara & ed  
 hampden and mahendra &  
 shobhana shah u     
Lily L. han ’99        
hannah hanani H    
Allyn harcus ’88 u     
Grace W. harde P’76       
mary harrison H    
Kathy and Joe hatfield P’89 u    
Gary and Linda hauze P’00      
Paul and mary hazelton P’94      
Joanne hebert ’87  
 In memory of Daniel m. hebert     
Anthony mark hecht P’10  
 In memory of sidney robert  
 hecht and Zanetta hecht     
Leslye heilig and Lou Davis       
Janelle heise P’09       
mimi henderson ’68       
Joel herda ’84 and renee Becker      
rubi herrera ’07       
mr. and mrs. Paul hickey       
Louise and Arthur hillman   
 In honor of emily h. Fisher     
thomas hitchins and  
 shelly shapiro P’07       
Cuong ho and manh Nguyen P’09      
Jamie and elizabeth hobba       
De Aaon hoggins miller ’75       
hal L. holladay  
 In memory of Jane rodgers     
C. Linda howitt P’96  
 In honor of molly howitt  
 de st. Andre ’96      
Caroline hu ’02       
Nanette hucknall H    
meg humes-Bartlo ’72       
marilyn and eugene hunger H  
Aaron hurwitz ’99 and  
 Laura selkirk ’98        
Jamie hutchinson P’89, ’95 & ’97        

mary Jo hutchison P’88 and  
 emmette r. hutchison ’98 u    
IBm matching Grants Program      
Julia A. Insinger ’77 u   
Julie Ann and Anthony Introcaso P’13      
Wendy and marc Jaccard P’14      
matt ’96 and Abbie Jackson      
Donna Jaffe Fishbein ’71       
Johanna Janssen H  
Jill and Alex Johnson P’96      
Paula Junn ’02       
Karen Juster hecht P’10  
 In honor of Zak hecht ’10     
Dona Kahn H    
Benjamin Kalish ’98        
vera and Chet Kalm H   
Bryna Kamel Blaine P’90 u 
 In honor of Darren s. Blaine ’90    
Abbe Kanner ’68  
 In memory of Joanne and  
 hal Kanner      
Kristopher Kapinos ’92 n   
Kaki Notestine Kasdorf ’93  
 and Jason F. Kasdorf u n   
Kim Kastens and  
 Dale Chayes P’08 u 
 In honor of holly Chayes ’08    
sara Katzoff ’97 and Peter Wise  
 In honor of Karen Beaumont-Biggs     
John and Katherine Keenum H   
Lori Kenepp ’81 u     
rosanna and Kevin Kenny H   
edward and elene Kent P’00      
Laura Kessel ’05        
Jennifer Ackerman Kettell ’82       
Judith Kiely        
Yoonsook amd Yeungki Kim P’00      
steven Kimball ’80       
David and Carolyn Kingen  
 In honor of Nancy Burris  
 hardin’s birthday   
marie (mimi) Kittredge ’75  
 and Clark Broida u     
richard Kittredge and  
 tanya Korelsky P’00 u     
eve Klotz ’67       
Peter Knapp ’80 and rob Gates       
michael P. Koch ’74        
sharon and stephen Koons P’08      
Lucy Koteen Young and  
 Allan Young P’01       
KPmG Peat marwick Foundation      
eric Kramer        
Janice Kulig H    
Lisa Kuller ’78 P’13       
Adam La Faci ’01       
michael Leahy and  
 m. B. maughan P’04 u     
April Lee ’01 u     
Youngro Lee ’00        
evan Leibu ’99  
 In honor of virginia A. Brush      
Amelia Lepore sessions ’01  
 In honor of Gabriel Asfar     
Alice Lesnick and robert Goldberg  
 P’13       

Planned giving enables supporters to put their  
assets to work so they and simon’s rock can share  
the benefits. Planned giving strategies include, but  
are not limited to, charitable IrA rollovers, charitable  
gift annuities, gifts of life insurance, and bequests.  
For more information, please contact Katie reid  
Levine, director of development, at 413-528-7257  
or klevine@simons-rock.edu

the Provost Circle celebrates supporters who  
make a gift between $1,000 and $4,999 in a  
given year. Provost Circle members receive a copy  
of the Book one selection, the book that all first-year 
students read over the summer, as well as an  
invitation to the Book one Author lecture during 
Writing and thinking Workship week.
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elizabeth Lester P’85 u  
 In honor of Bernie rodgers    
Barbara Letton ’97 u     
Lauren Leve ’84       
David P. Levine ’98 u    
matthew Lichtenstein ’87       
Liz Lierman        
Gregg Lind ’94       
Jacqueline smith Littlejohn ’71        
Amy Lloyd ’99       
sarah ’01 and michael LoCascio u    
Karen and John Loeser P’02       
Deborah F. Loomis ’68        
sue Lyon       
Judy macArthur Clark and  
 David Clark P’07  
 In honor of sophie Clark ’07     
Jon A. macClaren and  
 Christopher sink u  
 In honor of emily h. Fisher         
Dr. Kewal and Dr. Neerja mahajan  
 P’98       
Barbara mahony H    
Jodie Dejio maisfehlt ’00 u     
Anni maliki H    
ellen mammen       
Fabienne mandal P’13  
 In honor of every single caring  
 human at simon’s rock!  
 security, Administration,  
 Professors, all staff—thank  
 you for your service.      
Barbara and roger manring H   
tanya marcuse ’81       
harry marker ’05 n  
michael martin ’89 u    
Lawrence masland and  
 Pamela talbot   
 In memory of todd Lincoln  
 tisdale ’88      
Adrienne masler ’02       
maya matheis ’03 u    
Brendan mathews and  
 margaret Keller       
Pamela mathewson ’67       
michael mauel P’10       
Nang hlaing tin maung ’01 u   
sandra may and John Cassel P’13      
Caroline mayhew ’02 and  
 Daniel Johnson ’02       
Jack and Betsey mayhew P’02  
 In honor of Caroline mayhew ’02  
 and Daniel Johnson ’02     
robert W. maynard and  
 susan sullivan maynard  
 P’89 & ’99 u     
Daphne mazuz ’02       
Darcy mcCusker ’06 and  
 mike Nash ’01 u     
sally mcGregor P’10       
C. ross and Christina mcKenrick P’02  
 In honor of Chuck mcKenrick ’02     
Ann elise mcLaughlin ’87       
Quincy mcLaughlin and Ken Geremia      
Brian J. mcNelis ’78       
Betsy mctiernan       
Dr. sue mechanic-meyers       
Christina meiring ’96       
miriam melnick ’08        
William meltsner ’07       
martha meyer Koreisha ’68       
Jean B. meyers P’83 u     
Joshua midkiff-Bedick ’89  
 and Jennifer Bedick       
max miller ’90 and sophia Klatzker       
Katy miller ’84 and  
 Jonathan Lothrop ’82 P’13  
 In memory of Leslie r. sander ’83     

Nancy Friday ’83 and  
 mark miller ’83 u   
 In honor of Jim monsonis  
 and Lenore Gensburg ’78 and  
 in memory of Leslie r. sander  
 ’83 and Derek Gross ’84    
mark mirasol       
melina C. miyoshi ’85  
 In honor of the 1986 JA class     
eric K. monsonis ’82       
Adam morgan P’13  
 In honor of elise morgan ’13     
Karin morgenstern Papp ’77      
Beth moser       
Lynn mulheron ’86   
 In honor of Bob schmidt     
John musall       
Josh muskovitz ’82 and  
 marley mills ’84 u    
Ingyin hla myint ’06        
James Nadeau ’81 and  
 Jill mandell ’83 u     
Kristie Nash ’08       
sarah C. Nash ’83 u     
saket Navlakha ’00        
thomas Neely P’06  
 In honor of Dylan Neeley ’06     
hannah Neidorf ’00        
michael and sue Nelson P’02      
Nancy Nirenberg H   
robert and maryann Norris H  
Daniel o’Donnell       
Dennis and susan o’Neil P’10      
susanna opper H 
Brenda opperman H   
Ada Palmer ’97        
sarah J. Parady ’99 u 
 In honor of Barbara resnik  
 and Wendy shifrin     
Nessa and robert Peters P’98 u    
Lucy Peterson ’10       
Kala Pierson ’93 and  
 Deirdre Cusack ’87       
Kelly Pitts ’93   
 In memory of matilda      
Perri Pivovar ’86        
summer Plouffe vogel ’07      
Charles Powell ’09        
Larry Praeger ’72       
Adele Pressman and robert Gardner      
howard and ellen Pritham P’86 u 
evan and sandra Prytherch P’12  
 In memory of Joan Prytherch     
Gretchen Pulver ’75 u  
Fran and spence Putnam P’97 u 
elizabeth Putnam stowe ’71  
 and maynard stowe u     
Wendy rabinowitz H    
Lauren randall-myers ’05        
Belinda rathbone ’66 u     
Fred and rosamond rea P’99      
William redding ’94       
Ann reid ’75   
 In memory of Natalie harper     
Laura and Bruce reid P’12             
Diane rhoades-Warner u   
 In memory of Greg rhoades     
Karen richards H   
Carrie ’93 and Jason richards u    
robert richards ’80 u    
Laurie and Lawrence riegert       
Lynn rist H    
Don and elaine ritchie P’82 & ’84       
Jennifer rivers-Cole ’86  
 In honor of Bob schmidt     
Deanna rivkin ’10              
C. Lee rogers u     
eric Allix rogers ’01 u     

Bruce and Adrienne rogove P’09       
michael rogove ’09  
 In memory of Bernice rogove     
martin rolf       
Gregg rose ’75       
Barbara rosenbaum       
vlada roussoff H    
Catherine rowen ’86       
mira rubens and Peter Landy P’10 u     
Jenny russell        
Nina ryan H    
Beth sack and stephan Green  
 P’99 & ’03       
CedarBough t. saeji ’89       
salesforce.com Foundation       
Gabe salgado ’05 u     
Barbara and evan salop P’01 u  
 In honor of michael Nash ’01   
Lillian sanpere ’77       
Craig sauer ’90 u     
eric ’89 and marcus sauerhoefer- 
 thompson        
Catherine ’80 and  
 monk schane-Lydon        
Preston schiroky ’01       
hannah schmidt ’99 u     
Jennifer schober ’93       
Jim and Diane schwab P’09 u 
 In memory of mr. and mrs.  
 robert schwab     
Lee schwartz H    
Aurelia C. scott ’73 u    
mark selitsky and orit szwarcman  
 P’07  
 In honor of Lea selitsky ’07     
Anne m. serafin H   
marcie setlow H    
miriam shadis ’81       
Diane and Bari shamas P’12      
Faisa sharif ’08       
Joseph and Janet sherman P’95      
Zoe sherman ’95 u     
David N. shoemaker ’70       
emma silverman ’01       
Jennifer singleton ’80  
 In memory of Patricia h.  
 singelton and in honor of  
 Jamie hutchinson      
Cheryl skeates ’82       
roxann slate ’03 u    
seymour and Zoya slive P’67 u    
tom and sherrye smith P’08       
robert L. snyder        
elise s. sobol ’68   
 In honor of earning an ed.D in  
 Instructional Leadership from  
 st. John’s University in Queens, NY      
Jonathan spitz and  
 erica Kiesewetter P’07       
erica spizz ’94 u    
Anna stahlnecker ’99        
Jan staller ’70        
eugenie steele Dieck ’71       
David steinberg and  
 Katherine moloney P’99  
 In honor of the wedding of  
 Jesse steinberg ’99 to sandy  
 Little on August 10, 2013      
Lynn marie steinsieck ’66 and  
 Lorne Barkley       
morey stettner        
mary m. stiles ’87 u     
David stone and susan Gutwill P’11       
michael sukin and Kim Bonnell P’11      
David Felix sutcliffe ’98       
stephanie ’00 and  
 Frank swales scalambrino u    
Jonathan swartz ’98 u H    

michael and Pat swartz P’98       
maryann tebben u   
 In honor of Gabriel Asfar,  
 on his retirement      
maria terres ’04       
Bill tipper ’73        
Peter tiso ’02        
Benjamin tobin ’08       
sarah tomlinson ’91  
 In memory of Galen Gibson ’90     
J. Craig and sue trouwborst P’91      
elizabeth tuggey Lynch ’02  
 and ryan Lynch u     
s. Jodi tuller       
san L. tunstall ’84 u    
richard Boyd and Karen twyman P’07  
 In honor of emma Boyd ’07     
Colette van Kerckvoorde        
Louise vasilakos and  
 Daniel Goure P’02       
Loet and edith velmans H    
Kate st. John villard-howe ’01 u 
Caitlin hazen von Graf ’90  
 In honor of Bob schmidt     
eleanor Walker ’00       
rachel Wang ’01       
marvin Wasserman and  
 Barbara von Bulow P’02 u    
sharon Webster P’02  
 In memory of Lauren Webster ’02     
Diana and robert Weggler P’12  
 In honor of Pearl C. Weggler ’12     
Francine Weinberg H    
Kenneth Weiss P’07  
 In honor of Alexa Weiss ’07     
margot Welch H   
David and sandra Welsh P’98 u  
 In honor of Katie Welsh ’98     
Francis Whitesell ’04        
C.C. Wiegand ’93        
Laura Willis ’89 and Lukas herbert  
 In honor of Natalie harper     
Gigi Wilmers H    
Pamela Wilson ’86       
David and robin Wood P’92 u  
 In honor of the simon’s rock  
 faculty. thank you for nurturing  
 bright, curious, motivated kids!    
Kerry Woodward ’91       

Zachary Wright ’01       
Li Liang Xu and Yan Wei Guo P’08 u    
michael Xu ’08        
Catherine Yaghsizian ’70       
Kathleen Yeager H    
robert Young ’98        
robin Zeamer       
Jolie and Walter Zimmerman P’12  
 In honor of Dawson  
 Zimmermann ’12     

In-Kind Gifts             
John Gillespie       
h.r. Zeppelin       
JWs Art supplies       
Lou Levine       
Dr. ron majdalany, v.m.D.,  
 seekonk veterinary hospital       
sue and Jim mcelroy       
Gillian shallcross      

Special thanks to the 2013-
2014 Simon’s Rock Alumni 
Leadership Council and 
Parent Leadership Council 
volunteers:

Charlotte Anderholt ’01 
Jochai Ben-Avie ’06 
Keith Breierley-Bowers ’80,  
 P’08, P’12 
Penny Brierley-Bowers ’81,  
 P’08, P’12 
Jennifer Browdy de hernandez  
 ’78, P’08 
Brian Conley ’96 
Christopher Derhammer-hill ’86 
Cordelia Derhammer-hill ’86 
Nicole Fitting ’93JA 
hillary Gardner ’02 
Joy Gess P’10 
Paul Goldschmidt ’84 
Audrey Kalman ’77 
Kaki Notestine Kasdorf ’93  
harry marker ’05 
Dian Pickoff P’11 
tom rafferty P’11 
evelina smukler ’93

Did you know? supporters who make a gift of 
$5,000 or more to the Fund for simon’s rock in a 
given year are eligible to participate in the Annual 
Fund Scholars Program. the program enables 
donors to name a one-year scholarship for a particular 
student who is recognized on campus at the annual 
honors Convocation and who shares news of his or her 
journey at the College with their scholarship sponsor.
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A L U m N I  s P o t L I G h t

Doing Well by Doing Good
the onetime executive director of moveon.org, which champions  
progressive causes and was instrumental in electing President obama, 
Eli Pariser ’96 is the cofounder and Ceo of Upworthy.com, described as 
the fastest growing media company by Fast Company. Upworthy describes 
itself as a website that is “more interested in the powerless versus the 
powerful” and “social media with a mission: to make important stuff as 
viral as a video of some idiot surfing off of his roof.” Founded in  
march 2012, Upworthy.com now has 88 million unique visitors per 
month (for comparison, the New York times has some 31 million  
unique visitors per month). 

the author of The Filter Bubble: What the Internet Is Hiding from You  
(Penguin Press, 2011), eli sat down recently with rich montone, director of 
the Fund for simon’s rock and alumni affairs, to discuss how his simon’s 
rock education affected his career path and continues to inform his life.

How did you discover Simon’s Rock?
I was in high school in maine and I was feeling like there just wasn’t  
curriculum I was excited about, and I was only a sophomore. A card 
arrived in my mailbox talking about this little college in western  
massachusetts. I started investigating it, and I started to feel this is 
where I would like to go regardless of whether I was leaving high school 
or just going to college. simon’s rock had the kind of philosophy I could 
believe in. And I got a scholarship, which was essential because both 
my parents were teachers and wouldn’t have been able to send me 
to simon’s rock on full tuition. It was a huge breakthrough for us and 
something I’m still incredibly grateful for.

What were your early impressions of Simon’s Rock?
I remember taking a nature writing class with Jamie hutchinson and 
talking about a sense of place, and simon’s rock has such a strong 
sense of place. It has a very distinctive culture—a feel, smell, and touch. 
so that is one piece. the other thing I think I realized gradually. I thought 
friends at more prestigious name-brand institutions would be getting 
harder classwork and be doing more rigorous thinking, but I realized that 
the intellectual lifting I was doing at simon’s rock was way harder than 
what they were expected to do. 

How do you explain Simon’s Rock to people who’ve never  
heard of the College?
that’s sort of a tricky question because I think iconoclasm and an unwill-
ingness to belong to any club that would have them as a member is one 
of the traits of a rocker. It’s a group that’s defined by being exceptional 
in all senses of the word. I think the thread that runs through everyone 
I met there was a kind of willingness to reject conventional or received 
wisdom and to chart their own lives in school and everywhere.

So is being a Rocker nature or nurture?
Good question! I think you have to be a certain kind of person to be 
game for bundling up in the New england winter and getting together  
on a hill with three hundred other people and studying really hard. It  
definitely selects for a certain crew. But I think simon’s rock is a  
supportive place for people to unfurl their creativity and intellectual acuity 
that might have been latent. I think simon’s rock offers a great set of 
conditions for people to express themselves.

How did studying at Simon’s Rock change you?
When I arrived, I did not have a lot of confidence about my own voice or 
take on what should happen in the world and what I wanted to say. It’s 
such a gift to have a lot of people who wanted to help me figure out what 
the point was and also call bullshit on me when I was adopting a voice 
that wasn’t mine.

And how does that translate into your work at MoveOn.org  
and Upworthy?
one thing simon’s rock taught me was it’s not the grade that you get 
that’s important but the actual experience you have—doing the project 
or writing the brief or whatever is what’s valuable, and I have definitely 
carried that forward. I’m really happy growing Upworthy and figuring out 
how to take something like climate change and making it something 
people are as excited to share and talk about as the latest celebrity scandal. 
If I spend the next few years figuring that out, I’ll be pretty happy.

Do you feel a bond with other alumni?
Whenever I run into someone who went to simon’s rock, they are 
always doing something interesting. that’s one of the fun things about 
being part of this diaspora: You can pretty much guarantee that they are 
not doing something boring and that they are instead studying monkey 
behavior or figuring out how ice crystals form or working on a graphic 
novel. And that’s a group I am proud to be part of.

What does it feel like to have had so much success so quickly? 
What are your goals going forward?
I always resist the temptation to chalk up victories or wins because 
there are still so many problems in the world to fix, and it’s very hard to 
know whether what I did or what anyone did was the thing that made 
the difference. But at both moveon and at Upworthy, my focus has been 
on how to leverage this amazing new set of tools and these amazing 
new ways of communicating through the Internet to make society and 
democracy hopefully a little bit better. I feel good that I get to wake up 
and do that every day.

eli received his BA from simon’s rock and has remained involved in 
the College since; he is a former member of the simon’s rock Board of 
overseers and gave the commencement speech in 2005.
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Class Notes
1960s and 1970s
Belinda Rathbone ’66 is on a book tour for her  
latest novel, The Boston Raphael: A Mysterious  
Painting, an Embattled Museum in an Era of Change, 
and a Daughter’s Search for the Truth. Mary 
Chase-Ziolek ’68 is professor of health ministries 
and nursing at North Park University and theological 
seminary. Dan Lipson ’74 was a member of the 2014 
Family Weekend alumni panel on campus, and he is 
collaborating with the College’s Career Development 
office on entrepreneurial education for students.  
Marie Kittredge ’75 is a project director for Cleve-
land’s opportunity Corridor, an endeavor to improve the 
transportation system and support planned economic 
development in the Central and Fairfax neighborhoods 
of Cleveland. Lisa B. Martin ’76 completed her third 
annual 1.5-mile open water swim in Puget sound in 
August 2014. she reached a personal best in finishing 
the course in 1:30:33, shaving 21 minutes off her 
previous time and reducing the number of strokes from 
3,175 to 2,125. Lisa has also begun premarketing of 
two nonfiction book projects: The Zihua Diaries: Two 
Women, Two Cultures, One Dream, chronicling her 
decade-long cross-cultural school-building and travel 
adventures in Zihuatanejo, mexico, and 13 Cabins, 
Cottages & Tiny Houses: A Writer’s Journey Home 
through Living Small, a collection of short stories and 
essays written in the many places she’s called home. 
Alison Bechdel ’77 is a 2014 macArthur Fellow, also 
known as the “macArthur Genius Grant,” in support 
and recognition of her remarkable talent as a cartoonist 
and graphic memoirist. Fun home, New York City’s hit 
2013 off-Broadway musical, based on Alison’s book of 
the same name, will open on Broadway in April 2015. 
As part of this year’s offerings of their Axis theater 
company, Randy Sharp ’79 (writer, director) and  
Jeff Resnick ’80 (executive producer) presented 
Nothing on earth Can hold houdini, a New York City 
play that featured the legendary illusionist’s crusade  
to debunk mediums.

1980s
Peter Knapp ’80 and his husband rob Gates  
celebrated two anniversaries on July 28: the fourteenth 
anniversary of their civil union and the sixth anniversary  
of their wedding. they met in 1992 at the World 
science Fiction Convention in orlando, Florida.  
Mark Leiter ’81 was awarded the Alumni Leadership 
Council’s 2014 outstanding Alumni Award, for high 
achievement in global markets, serving both policymak-
ers and business leaders. Rodney Christopher ’86 is 

now director of capital deployment at the F.B. heron 
Foundation that invests capital to expand reliable 
employment and economic opportunity for those on 
the margins. rodney was also a member of the 2014 
Family Weekend alumni panel on campus. Stellar  
Motel, the new alternative/hip-hop–influenced album 
from Mike Doughty ’86, was released in septem-
ber on snack Bar/megaforce records. Gwendolyn 
Hampton Van Sant ’87 is the Berkshire County 
commissioner on the status of women and is founder 
and executive director of Berkshire resources for the 
Integration of Diverse Groups in education (BrIDGe, 
Inc.). Amy Sutton Sterndale ’87 recently earned 
her mBA at the University of New hampshire where 
she is the director of strategic communication for the 
Carsey school of Public Policy. Minna Bromberg ’88 
was awarded the Alumni Leadership Council’s 2014 
outstanding Alumna Award for transformative social 
justice and spiritual leadership within the simon’s rock 
community and beyond.

1990s
Jay Sauerbrei ’91 and Alumni Leadership Council 
member Kris Kapinos ’92 hosted the first official 
alumni social in London in october. Lucas Berrini ’92 
is an adjunct faculty member at Craven Community 
College in Bern, North Carolina, where he teaches 
expository writing and American literature. Congrats 
to Morgan Zeimer ’92 on the birth of his daughter 
marlene in April! Ambika Leigh ’93 is the owner of 
on Purpose Pictures, a full-service Los Angeles video 
production company that develops promotional,  
narrative, live, web, and fitness content. Ambika’s 
team—including alumni Pooja Ru ’99 and Zev  
Vel ’12—is currently working with the office of  
Communications at simon’s rock on video assets 
for the College’s new website and other promotional 
material. Abby Kinchy ’93JA, associate professor  
of science and technology studies at rensselaer  
Polytechnic Institute and author of Seeds, Science,  
and Struggle (mIt Press), worked with the simon’s 
rock Center for Food studies to present “the Future  
of seeds: Gmo and heirloom seeds” as part of the 
center’s innovative series on the politics and econom-
ics of food. Shazia Khan ’93 was awarded the Alumni 
Leadership Council’s 2014 outstanding Alumna Award 
for achievement in human rights, energy development, 
and delivery of solar power in rural Pakistan. Kirsten 
Barrett ’94 teaches geographic information science 
and remote sensing at the University of Leicester 
in england. In addition to her own research on 

landscape-scale effects of anthropogenic and natural 
disturbances, Kirsten reviews articles for a number of 
journals in the field. Ian Bickford ’95, who has been a 
professor at both simon’s rock and Bard high school 
early College Queens, has been appointed dean of the 
Bard Academy at simon’s rock, a new 9th- and 10th-
grade academy scheduled to start in 2015, to prepare 
students for early college. Alumni Leadership Council 
member Brian Conley ’96 recently hosted a social for 
simon’s rockers in Portland, oregon. Brian continues 
his work with Small World News to develop the  
capacity of citizens in crisis areas and conflict zones 
to engage with the international community. Timothy 
Ryan Olsen ’95, Sara Katzoff ’97, and Peter 
Wise celebrated the 10th anniversary season of the 
Berkshire Fringe by locating the festival at shire City 
sanctuary in cultural Pittsfield and collaborating with 
the city’s office of Cultural Development. Jessica 
Winchell ’97 earned a JD, cum laude, from the  
Beasley school of Law, temple University, in January 
2014 and an LLm in international business and  
corporate law, with distinction, from Lancaster  
University (england) in July 2014. she is a compliance 
associate at Deutsche Bank in New York. Barbara 
Letton Suhn ’97 recently moved to Portland, oregon, 
and works at the oregon Zoo. she married michael 
suhn in August 2014. Ada Palmer ’97 is assistant 
professor in the history Department at the University of 
Chicago, teaching the Italian renaissance. her article 
“reading Lucretius in the renaissance” was published 
in the Journal of the History of Ideas in 2012, and she 
won the 2013 I tatti Prize for best essay by a junior 
scholar. her first academic monograph, also entitled 
“reading Lucretius in the renaissance,” was published 
by harvard University Press in september. Ada wrote 
a viking mythology-themed a cappella musical stage 
play, Sundown: Whispers of Ragnarok, which debuted 
in may 2013; the soundtrack and a DvD of the 
performance are coming out this fall, funded through 
Kickstarter. Also, Ada has sold a series of four science 
fiction novels to tor books that will be published 
starting in 2016; the title of the first novel in the series 
is Dogs of Peace. ADAMA, the first film of David Felix 
Sutcliff ’98, was broadcast on PBs in 2011. It is a 
documentary about a 16-year-old muslim girl arrested 
by the FBI under suspicion of being a “potential”  
suicide bomber. In 2012 David began working on 
a second film, tentatively titled (T)ERROR. the film 
follows an ex-Black Panther turned counterterrorism 
informant for the FBI and captures the unraveling of 
his 20-year career with the Bureau. the film is nearly 
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complete and has received funding from the BBC, 
PBs, sundance, and the tribeca Film Institute. David 
was also recently married in July 2014 at a ceremony 
that just missed getting clobbered by hurricane Arthur. 
rockers at the ceremony included Ruth Ballenzweig 
’99, Aaron Spector ’98, Chris Lindstrom ’98, Anna 
Bario ’99, and Heather Fisch ’00. Katie Kreifels 
’98 is vice president for operations at UP Development, 
LLC, a mission-driven affordable housing developer  
specializing in permanent supportive housing.  
Peter Addy ’99 is a postdoctoral associate in  
psychiatry at Yale University school of medicine.  
Kim Kaminsky ’99 welcomed daughter Penelope 
mae in April; Gabrielle Glemann ’99 and Paul reintz 
are the proud parents of Jolie, born last may; and 
Jake Trevick ’99 and Laura meltzer are the new 
parents of Naomi, born in June.

2000s
Saket Navlakha ’00 is assistant professor at the 
Center for Integrative Biology at the salk Institute in 
La Jolla, California. he develops new algorithms to 
understand the interactions, dynamics, and evolution of 
large, noisy, and complex biological networks to reveal 
how molecular and cellular networks are organized 
and have evolved. Ally Shandell ’00 was named 
2014 Best LGBt Lawyers under 40 by the LGBt 
Law Association. Todd Farrell ’00 is now working in 
corporate strategy and development for Dropbox, and 

he married Aimee hartono Farrell last march. Tiffany 
Thomas ’00 is a foreign affairs specialist at the 
U.s. Department of state in Washington, D.C. Chloe 
Demrovsky ’01 recently appeared on Bloomberg tv 
to discuss the new normal of extreme weather; Chloe 
is executive director at Disaster recovery Institute 
International. Emma Silverman ’01 published her 
first book in August, The Joy of Yoga: Fifty Sequences 
for Your Home and Studio Practice. Jacob Bek ’01 is 
the founder and architect at JBA Collective in New York 
City. Eli Gandour-Rood ’01 recently hosted a social 
for simon’s rockers in the seattle area at the Book-
store Bar and Café. Mike Nash ’01 earned his mA 
in psychology at NYU and married Darcy McCusker 
’06 on campus this past summer. (Darcy also married 
mike.) Erika Lundgrin ’02 recently earned her mD at 
Case Western reserve University and is working as a 
resident in pediatrics at the University hospitals Case 
medical Center in Cleveland, ohio. Vanessa Barg ’03 
is founder and Ceo of Gnosis Chocolate that produces 
functional and nutritious vegan and kosher chocolate 
free of soy, gluten, and dairy. Matthew Greenless ’03  
is an electronics department attentive at 4Wall 
entertainment, a company that provides entertainment 
lighting systems. Mac Dobbins ’05 is a biochemist 
at siemens healthcare and plays in an indie rock band 
called Dear Comrade. mac was also recently on campus  
as a member of the 2014 Family Weekend alumni 
panel. Dylan Neely ’06 earned an mFA in electronic 

music and recording media from mills College. Andrea 
Barrica ’06 is Ceo of her new company slideChef 
that helps generate presentations faster and hones 
the impact value of a presenter’s slide deck. Gabriella 
Spitz ’07 started her PhD in biology at rockefeller  
University in september 2014. Eric Hernandez ’08  
worked at the NoAA office of National marine 
sanctuaries this past summer and is studying marine 
conservation and policy at sUNY stony Brook school of 
marine and Atmospheric sciences. William Deng ’09 
is founder and Ceo at Armaments research Company 
LLC, working on a device that will be the black box for 
firearms—geo-locating and time-stamping firearm 
discharges. Haley Oller ’09 is a research associate  
at Blend therapeutics, a biopharmaceutical company  
discovering new classes of medicines to treat  
debilitating diseases. she married Avi Kurlantzick this 
past June.

2010s
Elliot Lutrell-Williams ’10 is a graduate student  
of pharmacology, toxicology, and neuroscience at 
Louisiana state University health sciences Center.

resources for simon’s rock alumni
 
 Web: simons-rock.edu/alumni
 Facebook: facebook.com/simonsrockalumni
  facebook.com/simonsrock
 Twitter: twitter.com/simonsrock
 LinkedIn: Join the simon’s rock Alumni to search for and connect directly with other alumni
  Join rocker Connect to work with the simon’s rock office of Career Development
 JSTOR: Access the alumni digital library subscription at simons-rock.edu/alumni/jstor
 Discussion: Discuss new initiatives at simon’s rock with other alumni at 
  groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/simonsrockalumni

Contact the Alumni Leadership Council! What can we do for you? 
E-mail us at sralc@simons-rock.edu.

Notes compiled and written by the simon’s rock Institutional Advancement staff and Alumni Leadership Council. tell us about your news notes at 
simons-rock.edu/alumni/update.



Emily Lodge ’69, The Lodge Women, Their Men and Their Times (emily Lodge, 2013). Kerry Woodward ’91, Pimping the Welfare System:  
Empowering Participants with Economic, Social, and Cultural Capital (Lexington Books, 2013). Julia Bauder ’97, The Reference Guide to Data 
Sources (ALA editions, 2014). Dr. Maryann Tebben, Professor of French and head of the Center for Food studies, Sauces: A Global History 
(Reaktion Books, 2014). Dr. Christopher Coggins, Professor of Geography, and emily t. Yeh, eds., Mapping Shangrila: Contested Landscapes 
in the Sino-Tibetan Borderlands (university of Washington Press, 2014). Sierra V. Cast ’14, Wild (Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 
2014). Dr. Peter Filkins, Professor of Languages and Literature, The Wall, by h.G. Adler, translated by Peter Filkins (Random house 2014).

Did we miss your latest publication? Please be sure to share your news with us at editors@simons-rock.edu.
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s t u D e n t  s P O t L I G h t

the Road from Montserrat
When he first made his way to simon’s Rock from his hometown of Westfield, nJ, Nate Shoobs (’12) 
was convinced his love of science could only lead down one path.

“I was genuinely interested in medicine and had a very specific academic plan to go to medical school,” 
the 18-year-old says. “I thought medicine was the most interesting area of science and the best, most 
secure job path I could take.” But after discussing medicine, science, and his academic interests with 
friends and acquaintances in medical school or already practicing physicians, nate became disillusioned 
with medicine as an area of study. “I realized that the scientific interest I had in medicine was not realistically 
compatible with being a doctor,” he explains. “Around the same time I took [an eMt] class [and] had the 
realization that I just didn’t have a passion for health care or medicine outside some specific aspects of 
the science.”

nate’s enthusiasm, he discovered, was the natural world. And the opportunity to do an in-depth field 
study arose almost immediately when his advisor, environmental studies and ecology professor thomas 
Coote, offered to lead a four-week intersession journey—with seven other simon’s Rock students and two 
colleagues—to the volcanic island of Montserrat to conduct serious hands-on research on one of the 
Caribbean’s least studied lands.

“I actually worried that I was going to be bored with the ecology work,” nate laughs. “But there is some 
interesting stuff going on in Montserrat. You go out into these beautiful woodlands and see things that 
people may have never found before.”

Among other things, nate studied several species of neotropical snails, and for the next six months  
after his return, with the unfailing support and encouragement of Prof. Coote, he continued his research, 
diving into malacology and reaching out to major researchers in the field. his efforts were rewarded at 
this summer’s 2014 Molluska conference held in Mexico City, where nate and tom presented a poster 

on their gastropod findings. now nate is actively corresponding with the harvard Museum of Comparative Zoology, the Academy of natural sciences  
of Philadelphia, and the smithsonian to determine whether or not he may have found a novel species in Montserrat. According to tom Coote, his 
advisee’s enthusiasm is matched only by his prodigious ability to learn. 
 
“In terms of our work together nate has contributed a great deal, going way beyond in conducting background research and analysis,” tom says.  
“he is a very focused and committed student. his knowledge base is substantial and broad, and he brings a lot to classroom discussion both in content  
and energy.”
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FORWARDInG seRVICe RequesteD

Get Ready 
to Celebrate the 

Golden 
Anniversary 
of simon’s Rock!

the 50th anniversary celebration 
will kick off at Reunion 2016 in July 2016. 

Join us for the year-long celebration. 
Closing celebration will take place at Reunion 2017.

Stay tuned for more info. 
Want to get involved in planning the celebration? 

Contact Cathy Ingram, Alumni and Parent Relations Officer, 
at cingram@simons-rock.edu or 413-528-7266.

SimOn’s Rock R
euNionJuly

10-12

Aumni, faculty and staff are invited ‘to the Annual 
simon’s Rock Reunion as we celebrate  

the Anniversary Classes

1970, 1975, 1980,  
1985, 1990, 1995, 2000,  

2005, 2010
For more info: 

simons-rock.edu/reunion
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